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Parents enjoy a full weekend of activity
by Liz Harding
Asst.Editor

Over the weekend of October
16-19, parents of Regis students
were on campus for the annual
Parents weekend. Parents came
from as close as Denver and as
far as Seattle, Washington and
Washington D.C. to participate
in the weekend.
Charle Tate, director of College Relations and organizer of
Parents Weekend, put a lot of
time and energy into the weekend, and with very positive results.
There were many activities
planned for the weekend. Parents arriving on f'..i:iday were allowed to attend classes with the
students, and there were also
several workshops offered.
Jud Shaver, Dean of the College, discussed his vision of Regis
alumni in the year 2010 in one
workshop. In another, Dr. Steve
Doty of the Philosophy department spok~_...on .the.topic of philosophy iri a liberal arts education. The third workshop was
hosted by Jamie Birge from the
Center for Service Learning. He
spoke on the subject of service
learning and the way the Regis
incorporates service into the
curriculum.
Friday afternoon was the
Deans's reception, which hon-

ors those students who were
on the Dean's List for the
Spring, 1992 semester. Following this reception there was
a Jesuit reception for the parents, students, faculty and staff
who wished to attend.
On both Friday and Saturday nights, parents were able
to attend the schools produc-

tion of "Crimes of the Heart".
The play was put on in O' Sullivan Theatre and was co-sponsored by the Regis theatre and
the Regis University Perfonning Arts Club. Fr. John Vowells, SJ., the director of the play,
said that the attendance at this
event was very good.
On Saturday morning, the

Forensics team performed
sainples of their competition
pieces for anyone who wished
to attend. They gave examples
of the kind of work that has led
them to be the number 15 team
in the National Forensics Circuit
On Saturday night, the Regis
Circle K International club hosted

a 1920's Casino Nite. This event
gave students and parents the
opportunity to play poker,
blackjack, craps, roulette and
wheel of fortune in ·hopes of
accumulating marked chips.
These chips could then be traded
for prizes at the end of the
evening. The prizes ranged from
stickers and pens to Winter
Park lift tickets and tickets to
the Denver Nuggets/Chicago
Bulls game.
On Sunday morning, at 9:30
am was the Parents Weekend
Mass, presided over by Fr.
David Clarke, S.J., President
of the University. This Mass
was presented by the Campus
Ministry office. The Mass was
followed by brunch at the

Gia Canzoneri, (middle) honered on the Dean's list for the sixth time, enjoys the Deans List
reception with her parents, John and Susan Canzoneri and her younger sister Anne-Marie
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander

Brown Palace Hotel.
Parents weekend was put together by Campus Life and the
Student Executive Board, especially Tate. It was well attended, and the many activities made it enjoyable for the
parents who came.
"We had a great time and
enjoyed Parents Weekend very
much," said William Harding
of Bethesda Maryland. "Casino Nite was great!"

Panalists discuss "sex, lies and election coverage"
by Tammy Brannen
Asst. Editor

"Sex, lies, and election
coverage" was the hot topic
of the Faith and Justice panel
presentation on Wednesday,
October 14. Nearly 100 Regis
University students, faculty
and members of the public
turned out to hear the panelists' views on media coverage of the current presidential election campaign. Panel
members included: Mike
Keefe, political cartoonist for
The Denver Post, Fred Brown,
political editor for The Denver
.J?Qfil, and John Ferrugia. news
anchor for CBS' s local affiliate, Channel 7. Moderator
was Dr. Janellen Hill Smith,
Chair of the Regis University
Communication Dept.
The panel members were
asked to speak about how they
viewed the election through
various media, and specifically to address the fairness
or balance of the media in

covering campaigns. Following the individual presentations,
audience members asked questions of each participant.
Fred Brown began the evening talking about the negativity in the campaign in general,
especially as found in televi-

sion spot advertising. Brown
suggested voters read the "truth
checks" publ_ished in the Post
and other media outlets as a way
to assess the candidates' attack
messages in television advertising. Brown also commented on
Perot's influence, which he saw

based on Perot's wealth. He
characterized Perot as a "blunt,
candid, and funny-talking candidate, and possibly the first
alien president."

Please see
onp. 4

Panel,

Panalists (1-r) Mike Keefe, John Ferrugia, and Fred Brown address audience concerns at a
recent presentation of the Faith and Justice Institute
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander
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The MAAC executive board is ready for a year full of
activity, promoting mutlicultural awareness and achievement
Photo Editor/ Highlander
to enhance student multi-cultural recruiting, and addressStaff Reporter
ing the multi-cultural make-up
The Minority Affairs of the faculty.
Committee (MAC) has begun
Some of MAAC' s
the year with a new name re- more immediate goals are foflecting a new set of goals for cused on co-sponsoring and
the club. MAC is now known working with other campus
as the Multi-Cultural Aware- clubs. "We are here to put on
ness Achievement Club activities for everyone", ex(MAAC). Dawn Harris, presi- plains Harris. Some current
dent of MAAC, stated," ... the MAAC events include an
word minority may have seemed l6eer disp~ in the library recnegative to some people. In- ognizing Hispanic Month, a
stead, MAAC is here to edu- MAAC MIXER dance on Occate the campus and commu- tober 23rd with music rovided
by KS 104, and a i=-.e N'1cfisnity on multi-cultural diversity."
MAAC is also work- play in the library recognizing
ing with a new group of advi- Black History Month.
sors consisting of, Dr. Alice
MAAC' s new office
Reich, Sociology, Lonnie Por- is located in the basement of
ter, Athletics, Cynthia Haynes, O' Connell Hall. However, due
Library, Will Austin, Admis- to the large number of student
sions and Sister Lydia Pena, attendance, approximately 40
UWW. Dr. Reich explains, at one meeting, future meet"MAAC is open to everyone, ings will be held in West Hall
not just minorities."
Lounge every other WednesSome of the major day.
goals MAAC is working on this
"Our efforts here are
year include: addressing the to try and educate the commuadministration regarding ac- nity on other cultures, but it
knowledging Martin Luther needs to be a joint effort beKing ' s Birthday, working with tween the students and the adthe Admissions Office in order ministration." Harris explains.

by Kendra Mondragon
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The Regis Circle K International club was responsible for Casino Nite during Parents
Weekend. The theme this year was the Gangster Era, and the club membersreally got into the
spirit of things! Assistance was provided by the CKI clubs of Metro State College, Colorado
School of Mines, UNC and CSU, as well as many Regis faculty and students.
Nick Jackson/Alumnus

Faculty members protest Columbus day
by Shawn Houck
Features Editor

Considering it was a
national holiday, Columbus Day
--came and went without much
recognition from Regis students.
October 12, 1992 had much
more signifigance, however, in

the case of two members of the
Regis faculty. Dr. Cann.en Casis
and Sister Marie Therese
Archambault, both instructors
at Regis, staged an anti-Columbus protest during lunch
hour outside the student center. Dressed in elaborate costumes, the pair carried signs
and distributed literature to
members of the Regis community. According to Archambault, the protest was authorized by campus athorities;
"We' re exercising our first
amendment rights."
"We belive that people
have the right to know the truth,"
explained Archambault "We're
raising conciousness about the
reality of Columbus ...people
don't acknowledge that America was founded on the blood
of Indian people."
Most students were
indifferent concerning the protest, however; some members

Dr. Carmen Casis (the skelton and Sr. Marie Therese
Archambault protest Columbus Day outside the Student
Center
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander
of Regis' Italian American
population were truely offended.
Italian American Anthony
Bonino was amoog the offended.
"It's great they're exercising
their first amendment rights.

But if it's that big of a deal,
where have they been for the
last two hundred years? Myself, as an Italian American, I
feel threatened because Columbus is one of our only heroes."

Come and See:
NOVEMBER 13-15, 1992
Jesuit No,·itiate
1901 Eudora St.
Denver, Co

0

Any man considering a vocation to ministry in the Church and especially in the Jesuits is invited
to spend a weekend at the Jesuit Novitiate. There will be time for prayer and reflection. time to
learn more about the Jesuit way of life. time to meet young Jesuits in training. and time to visit
the Jesuit works in Denver. ll1erc is no cost other than travel.
If interested. please pick up a registration flyer from any Jesuit on campus or from the table in
front of the Campus Min is try office in the Student Center.

If you wish funhcr infom1ation. please contact Fr. Carl Heumann. S.J. in the C;unpus Ministry
office at 4:'iX- I 879 or in IkSmct llal I at <J<-i4- :'i I XO. room ~ I 4

,,,L
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Regis on the cutting edge of service learning
on campus who wanted to incorporate service learning into
Asst. Editor
their classroom studies.
"The Center for Service LeamThe Regis CSL also provides
~ng (CSL) was set up to help a model by which other institumtegrate the concept of service tions fashion service learning
into the academic program," centers of their own. Birge said
said Jamie Birge, the director that he has had several requests
of the CSL. "The purpose is to for help from other schools who
instill a livelong value of serv- wish to start service learning
ice to other into the lives of centers. "Regis is on the cutstudents."
ting edge of service learning,"
The CSL provides a way for he said.
Although service learning is
students of Regis University to
participate in several commu- an integral part of what the
nity service projects, as well as CSL does, there are also other
talcing part in service learning services it provides. According
to a brochure published by the
opportunities.
According to Birge, the main CSL, it has four main compodifference between community nents; the service learning
service and service learning is courses, various special proj"service learning has a reflec- ects. a volunteer clearinghouse,
tive component." He said that and the spring break service
service learning provides stu- trips (see related article).
Birge stated that the CSL
dents with the opportunity to
reflect on the service and to ask provides a variety of special
questions about the big picture. · projects for students to get inAn example he gave was that volved with. One project they
people who serve meals at a are currently trying to start is a
homeless shelter would be per- tutor/mentor program with the
fonning community service, and students at North High School.
the people who used that expe- The purpose of this program is
rience to ask questions about to provide tutoring to the stuwhy people are hungry, or what dents as well as serving in a
else they can do to stop hunger mentor role.
The CSL also provides a
would be participating in servvolunteer clearinghouse for
ice learning.
The CSL provides students students who wish to particiwith many ways to be involved pate in service projects. This
with service learning. They have clearinghouse is set up to proworked with many instructors vide students with a volunteer

by Liz Harding

site.
Sarah Eads, The CSL workship, said that there is a wide
variety of possible sites stude~ts can work at, including
food banks, homeless shelters,
or homes for people with AIDS
or other terminal illnesses.
Students can also work with
children, adolescents or victims
of violent crime. In all, the CSL
has about 85 different sites where
a student can volunteer.
Birge would like students to
realize that the CSL can be
used as a resource for finding
out about volunteer sites. He
would also like to see more
people become involved in community service projects and to
have them realize how enjoyable community service can be.
"Community service is not a
punishment," he said. "It is an
enjoyable thing, and it is something that a lot of people really
want to do. Service can be fun."
The driving forces behind the
CSL are Birge and Eads. Eads
has had a lot of experience with
the CSL, serving last year as
the volunteer coordinator.and
this year as the student workship. Birge said that she is ''much
more than a workship. She has
worked hard at coordinating
programs and acts as a catalyst
in the office."
Birge started working at the
CSL this year. He worked at

Jenelle Martin and Carla Chapman with their new Belizean
friends. The girls were among the five students who particiated in the Belize project last year.
Dan Jenkins/Alumnus
Teikyo/Loretto Heights University until January, 1992, when
he left his position to spend
more time with his daughter
and to be able to work with the
homeless.. When the position
of CSL director became available he thought it would be an

ideal opportunity to combine
his personal and professional
values.
Anyone with questions about
the CSL or who would like to
get involved in community
service can contact Birge or
Eads in Loyola 26.
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Trips provide cultural immersion
by Liz Harding
Asst. Editor
"I went to Mexico to recognize, in a practical way, that we
are members of a community
larger than that of the college
community," said Junior Patty
McLaughlin, one of the students who participated in the
Mexico Project last year.
"I wanted to have impressed
on me that there are people
who understand the world,their
culture, their faith, and themselves from a different perspective. I went both to serve them
and to learn from them," she
said.
This is the fourth year Regis
students have been offered the
opportunity to travel to Nueva
Rosita, Mexico, to participate
in a week of service work at the
San Jose Obrero parish. This
trip also provides students with
the chance to immerse themselves in the culture of the country.
The students who travel to
Mexico will stay with members of the parish, which gives
students a real opportunity to
become involved in the culture
of the community and in the
lives of the people who live
there. "I went to Mexico hoping to find friends and I found a
family instead," McLaughlin
said.
The students will spend the
days working on the church

building of the San Jose Obrero
parish. Then, in the evening,
they will spend time with their
host families and participate in
activities as a group.
According to Jamie Birge, the
director of the Center for Service Learning, there will be eleven
students chosen for this trip.
The cost of the trip is $100.00,
which is used to cover the costs
of the travel expenses. The students who participate will also
organize fund-raising activities
to raise money to donate to the
parish.
As a result of the popularity
of the Mexico Project a new
spring break service trip was
started last year. Focus Belize
gives students a chance to travel
to Belize City for a week of
Christian service and learning.
These students will work with
the needy of Belize City as well
as learning about the life and
culture of the Belizians.
The students will be staying
with families of students at St.
John's College in Belize City
and will be working at a variety
of sites around the city. The
sites the students worked at last
year involved working with
children at different schools and
day-care centers.
Nick Jackson, a 1992 graduate of Regis, and one of the
students that participated in
Focus Belize last year, said that
"a week is defiantly not long

enough." He said that it talce a
while for everything that happens on the trip to sink in, but
that it is a once in a lifetime
experience.
Jackson also spoke of the difference in the per capita income of Belize as opposed to
the United States. He said that
the average per capita income
for a Belizean is $1 an hour in
American money, and that there
is a large amount of poverty.
However, he also said "you
wouldn't know it ( the poverty
level) by the activity and the
energy of the kids."
This trip is limited to five students and the cost per student is
$250. This money is also put
toward travel expenses. The
students in this group will also
participate in fund-raising projects to raise the money necessary to cover the rest of the
travel expenses.
The students who participate
in these projects will have an
opportunity to earn three credit
hours in Religious Studies.
Classes for each trip will be offered in the spring semester.
Anyone with any questions
regarding either trip can contact Jamie Birge in Loyola 26,
or the Religious Studies office,
Loyola 3 2. Applications can be
picked up in Loyola 26, Loyola
32, or the Campus Ministry
office. They are due in Loyola
26 by 5:00 pm on October 26.
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Student Executive Board President

I usually do not respond to the criticisms of the Student Executive Board
that occasionally appear in the running
editorial "Fallacies Of An Undergrad."
However, when the Student Government met last week, we unanimously
decided that it was time to set the
record straight.
In the October 8th issue of the Hieh.lilruh.r, the editor recalled back to the

All-Campus Leadership Retreat, and

specifically to our discussions about
increasing sexual awareness on campus. He charged that the Executive
Board was perhaps remiss or apathetic
with regard to this issue because we
have not addressed the idea of condom
distribution on campus. However, I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ must remind you that the thought of
having mass condom distribution on
campus was never raised as an issue at
the Retreat, and thus has not been a part
of our strategic planning. We respond
see a young president for a change.
and act on the concerns of our constituWith the elections close at hand, the
Our readers may not agree with this ents, and this year it was a call for
Highlander Editorial and Managerial process or its results, but the greatest
Staff felt it necessary to express our and most important point we want to increasedsexual awareness. Wehave
selection of the next President and our convey is that it is important to vote; it is strongly supported Jen Kesse, Life Direction Center Workship, in her efforts
opinions of the candidates.
important that everyone has the oppor- to raise consciousness through inforThirteen members of our editorial staff tunity to express their opinions. Our
and Dr. Janellen Hill Smith, our faculty forum to express our ideas was l/lis mation. I personally went to one of the
advisor, were present ior a vote to see editorial - make yoUTS open discussions,
which candidate we would endorse for debates, classroom dialogue, and the
presidency. In a vote of hands, eight of voting booth.
thirteen choose Governor Bill Clinton,
three choose President George Bush, Quotes from the staff:
and two selected billionaire Ross Perot.
With a simple majority, Governor Clin"I hate Bush. I'm tired of the Repubton won the Highlander staff vote and is lican government. I don't want four
our candidate of choice.
more years of nothing. It's time for
Our rational for choosing Clinton is change. I'm voting for Bill Clinton. I'd
based on the idea to "vote for a change" vote for Kermit the Frog, but he's not
since many of us are discontented with running."
the current administration. Clinton's
plans to lower the tax on the middle
"I don't like Perot - he's wish-washy.
class, provide funds to reform schools, I don't like Clinton because he will
and initiate a national health plan were make the country worse. The threat of
received well with the staff. Al Gore's Tipper Gore getting more power is sickenthusiasm to promote environmental ening. George Bush has experience and
awareness is another reason why the knows what to do. Clinton is not qualistaff chose Clinton.
fied to be in a huge world of power.
With Clinton at the helm of the coun- We'd be in severe problems ... "
try, the staff believes that the U.S. will
enter into a new generation of politics.
"Ross Perot, he's our man, ifhe can't
The majority of our staff would like to do it, no one can!"

Clinton wins our vote

"Rubberwear Parties" and felt that it
was an outstanding way to offer Regis
students information about sex, and thus
increase awareness. So make no mistake, Student Government has done
nothing to place this issue "on the back
burner." It is important to us too.
The editor raises a new and separate
issue when discussing condom distribution atRegis. He claims that the University is "hiding behind its crucifix"
with regard to this issue. However, a
little research would show that other
schools, public as well as private, are
not distributing condoms on their campuses due to liability concerns. The fact
that this is a Jesuit school is not by itself
the issue. However, this institution is
interested in raising student awareness,
not simply offering free condoms. We
hope that offering students the information about sex, date rape, AIDS, and
birth control will make them responsible.
Please don' t misunderstand, we are
not afraid of controversy. We simply
feel that this awareness is the right was
to deal with the issue. Jen Kesse is
doing an outstanding job and we feel
that her approach to this issue is the
most competent and prudent.
Student Government Office, Room

212 Student Center, 458-4037

That's Life
Corey S. Flanagan

Panel, cont. from pg ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The next panelist was John Ferrugia cal cartoons." His cartoons touch on
who felt television was playing a key specific campaign issues, such as famrole in the election . Ferrugia argued ily values, but also illustrate bis views
that election issues that receive the most on the environment, education and the
media attention are, in fact, providing overall quality of the campaigns. Keefe
the least information to viewers. For talked about how his cartoons are not alexample, we hear a lot about the charac- ways funny and often times are quite
ter of the candidates, but do we really serious. One audience member asked
know any more about an individual Keefe if his cartoons favored Clinton.
candidate's character. Ferrugiasees the In reply Keefe agreed that his cartoons
candidates, the campaign, and televi- often attack Bush and favor Clinton.
The media panel provided both an insion coverage as inseparable. However, he doesn't see the relationship formative and humorous look at the
among them as a clean one. Ferrugia election. One student commented, "Even
felt that Clinton owed his political life though I am a Bush supporter I found
Keefe's cartoons humorous and truthto Perot's candidacy.
The final panelist to speak was Mike ful." Another student remarked about
Keefe who covers the campaign trail the "bluntness" of the panelists and how
through his political cartoons. Keefe refreshing it was to hear the insiders'
treated the audience to "a year in politi- view.

Have you seen this tree lately?
Probably not!
What could have happened to such a
beautiful tree (American Elm) that
brought so much life to this campus?
Like a lot of things in life, it got sick.
This tree needed to be treated for a
disease before it got other trees in the
area sick, too.
Efforts were made by the Landscape
Manager (Marita Tewes) as well as an
outside company to save this tree from
the crippling disease.
·
In the spring on 1992 this tree lost the
battle with the disease and had to be cut
down to prevent future damage to other
trees on campus!
So where the Hell am I going with
this editorial?
! In less than two weeks, we will have
to chose a leader (a President) for our

!

country for the next four years. Now,
for a lot of students, this will be the
very first time that they can vote for a
President.
We must vote for the most qualified
candidate for the position of President.
Now you can either sitback and watch
our country suffer or you can make a
change like Marita Tewes did with the
tree that had the disease.
Eventually the tree (American Elm)
needed to be removed, so that the remaining deciduous treescouldsurvive.
Have you ever beard the saying "Out
with the old and in with the new?"
Well I don't really know if that would
help or hurt the situation that we're in
now. All we can do is try and that
means vote.
Try to save our country like Marita
Tewes tryed to save the tree!
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The .Last W o r d - - - - - - - A Reflection on "Dr. Vincent Harding's Lessons for Today"
It was Wednesday night, September

23.' ~992, and I was feeling extremely
pnvtleged that evening. Regis' Faith
and Justice group had invited Dr. Vincent Harding to speak about the Civil
Rights Movement. Many of my peers
and I were unaware of his reputation but
went with curious minds. Little did I realize that I would be touched as never
before.
"Either we move forward or we slip
back!" This is the one statement proclaimed by Harding that really struck
me. His words were not only the truth
but a fact that we must all face.
Harding was able to address an issue
over three decades old from another
point of view. What this educator had
to say was not something you could
learn about in history books. What this
man had to say came from the heart; a

place deeper than the text you find in
history books.
Harding spoke form experience. He
was there to witness what went on and
what came of the events taking place.
However, he did not speak of the general events that took place because as
Harding said, "that was too narrow a
· subject." Rather, he talked about the
many precious lessons learned. He
expounded on how the battle being
fought was more than just blacks versus whites but a fight for the true meaning of America, the land of the free. It
is about people who were risking their
lives for the American dream.
.
A few of these lessons were: (1)
Young people play a powerful role in
movements. (2) "There is no substitute
for hard work." (3) Neither youth culture nor adult culture should work in

different w_orlds; they should work together. (4) Those who believe in freedom cannot rest--This applies to everyone.
What Dr. Vincent Harding had to say
was extremely intriguing and he inspired me to write. During the course of
his lecture be made me ponder. I was
made to feel that after his lecture I now
bad an obligation to do something. It
was then that I envisioned myself as a
liberal crusade leader staring death in
the eyes. I was being surrounded slowly
by men in white robes with tall pointy
bats. They had the look of hatred in
their eyes and they were staring at me
with hungry eyes. The hunger for blood,
my blood. Their look was piercing cold
and yet it burned. lcould feel their eyes
on me. The lynch mob was in high gear
once again. I then proceeded to write:

Kill me .. .I am but a mere seed ... a
seed already planted ... you
can only
break my shell ... but the plant will still
grow ... a
plant that you nor anyone
of any authority can stop ... a plant that
will branch out and cover the face of
what was created to
be a great
nation ...a nation that was meant to
breathe the air of true freedom and
true democracy ... a nation that will feel
the ·wrath of what a compassionate
human being can deliver ... this plant
will bear the promised fruits ... the blessed
fruits of
beauty, love, and greatness
for all mankind... no one man will be
ruler .. .ifyou wish to kill me ... do so ...no
one will stop my crusade ... no one!
Mario Eason

Response to new KRCX
Dear Editor;
I as well as the rest of the ex-KRCX
staff have tried to be patient, understanding, and have even offered to help
out with our know ledge of the radio station this year. All we have received in
return is bad publicity and no recognition for the tasks that we accomplished
even though no one, I repeat no one,
wanted us to accomplish anything.

As far as the constitution issue is
concerned, l was never given a
constitution even though l asked multiple times. Then when I was told that
we needed a new constitution I was
never given one to work from nor was I
given any help or advice from anyone
until about three weeks before school
ended. The best that they could come
up with was a three year old constitution
that was not even current. Then we, the
ex-KRCX staff proceeded to write the
constitution over the summer. However, Dr. Smith, after firing the KRCX
staff, was not even interested in it at all.
Being visual in the community? I
wonder where they thought of that! Did
we or did we not play in the quad? We
danced at an old persons home, we bad
open mike night, we bad a talent show,
we worked with Marie Wieseth and her
ELS program, we played for the Basketball Pep Rally, as well as many other

things.
Did we or did we not propose to put
a comment/suggestion box in the cafeteria so that students would be able to
say what they liked or what they disliked?
Did we or did we not run student
surveys as to what kind of music they
wanted to hear and if they wanted news
shows or talk shows?

and once again we were told that there
were no funds. We find it funny that
there seems to be an over abundance of
funds this year.
For the past two months I have been
trying to schedule a meeting between
Dr. Smith, Todd LaSalla, Marie Wieseth, Scott O'Brien, and a couple
members of the ex-KRCX staff, to try
and find out what is going on and what

the future of KRCX is. However Dr.
I, as well as the rest of the ex-KRCX
Smith, Todd LaSalla. and Marie Wiestaff can not believe that they would
seth have avoided us and even "run"
hire two Freshmen in chair positions
away from us when they see us on camover all of us who expressed an interpus. Why? That is what we want to
est. ls Dr. Smith really that afraid of
know.
us? Or is that she is worried that we
I can not believe the fact that you all
might actually know something that
say that last year we did not accomcan
she doesn't?
plish
anything when we had NO
According to Dr. Smith, Scott O'Brien,
BUDGETto
work with, NO OFFICIAL
Todd LaSalla, and others, the Music
FACULTY
ADVISOR,
NO HELP from
companies did not even know that we
the
communications
board,
and about
existed. That came as a complete shock
400 miles of RED TAPE to cut through!
to my staff and I considering that we
Even with all the B.S. we managed to
would open at least two crates of music
go on the air and have lunch and dinner
every other week if not more. Where
shifts until the cable connecting us to
do you all think that the music came
the cafeteria was mysteriously ripped
from?
out of the wall. We bad evening shows
All last year we kept saying that we
and even a weekly talk show throughneeded to get another transmitter or
out the majority of the semester, we
relocate the existing ones so that we
managed to get sweat shirts so that
could get better reception but we were
people could recognize us as the staff of
told that there was no funding. We told
KRCX and come to us with any quesyou all that we needed a new CD player

lions or complaints, as well as many
other things.
I can not even begin to tell you bow
much you all have hurt us in the past
two months nor can I express the anger
now felt. We never asked for anything
except a meeting nor did we bum the
station down last year so what is the
deal with all the barlmnnthim1?
In closing, a personal thank you to the

wonderful people on the staff last year,
thanx for everything, I love you guys!
TIIEEXTREME ALWAYS MAKES
A GOOD IMPRESSION!!
KRCX staff 1991-1992
Giovanna Richman

Editors' note: The Highlander staff has
followed the activities of KRCXfor the
past year and invite readers to respond
to Ms. Richmond's letter as we feel the
matter desirves discussion because
certain aspects ofher letter do not accurately reflect the history of KRCX.
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More
responses
Abortion, the Election,
and the Church . ..
Catholic Canon Law states
that accomplices to an abortion are automatically excommunicated and have committed a mortal sin. Accomplices
include those who directly pay
for an abortion. It is this Catholic' s discernment that Catholics and all who vote for proabortion candidates are also
accomplices. The Hierarchy
and 'academic' theologians
have not chosen to make this
declaration - but matters of
faith and morals are the primary domain of the Church,
not the secular, Godless state.
If a Catholic votes for a proabortion candidate such as
William Clinton, sin is committed. Is this action a mortal
sin? The Church teaches that
three conditions must be present for the commission of a
mortal sin. They are: serious
matter, sufficient knowledge
and full consent of the will.
Many Catholics have not ade-

quatel y reflected on the moral
implications of voting for proabortion candidates. Moreover, the political shepherds
and their clerical sheep have
failed to provide explicit instruction on this monumental
crisis. The bishops are maintaining a 'strange silence.'
Long ago, the preachy prelates should have excommunicated the traitorous pm-abortion Catholic legislators!
Abortion is a very serious
matter. The Catholic voter
must realize that sin is committed when casting a ballot
for a pro-abortion candidate.
A reaction to this assertion,
positive or negative, constitutes sufficient reflection and
full consent of the will. Hence,
the individual who persists in
voting for a pro-abortion candidate commits a mortal sin
when the lever is thrust down!
Joseph E. Vallely
Third Ordt'r Franciscan

Don't let Halloween rot your.teeth,
come see Dr. Steve!
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MOUNTAIN VIEW
~ DENTAL P.C.
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Steve Runnings, DDS
(Regis Alumni)
4590 Lowell Blvd.
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\OP

455-8962
10% Discount With Regis I.D.

BEST OF DENVER
WESTWORD 1992
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"It seems to me
that, if we are
paralyzed, it is
not by the performance, but by the
fear of becoming
a part it. We are
nervous about a
slip of the imagination that might
launch our rather
arthritic skulls
into fantastic
somersaults that
might not bring
us fully round
again."
Deborah
Gaensbauer, 1991
Regis College
Faculty Lecturer of
the Year

3484 W. 32nd Ave. at Lowell Blvd.
OPEii-MON-FRi 6:30A.M . /SAT-SUN 8:00A.M.
CLOSE--SUN-THU 11:00P.M.i FRI-SAT 12:00A.M.

A students response to
"Witnessing Abortion"
Pro-Choice supporters would
probably
advocate abortions that
Staff Reporter
are
done
only within the first
Several weeks ago
trimester (before 12 weeks, or
The Hiizhlander received a Jetter from Mr. Isaac Colvin ex- sial and misleading. In my 84 days) unless there are unpressing a Pro-Life view on abor- research on dle topic, I read usual circumstances. The dead
tion. With this being an elec- that facial features are not dis- fetuses that Pro-Lifers show are
tion year the issue of abortion, tinctly recognizable until the often older than the first trimester, they prefer showing ones
Pro-Choice/Pro-Life, has been fetus is at fourteen weeks. So I
from the third trimester, where
would
like
to
know
how
the
ulbrought out onto the stage again.
fetal development is nearly
As a Pro-Choice supporter, I trasound in Mr. Colvin's story
complete.
was
so
clear
that
"you
could
was asked to write an editorial
Pro-Life supporters
defending this view of the issue even see her face," when an
isn't
even
that
clear
also
been instructed to
have
ultrasound
to be printed along with Mr.
use
the
terms
"kill," "baby," or
to
begin
with,
and
this
fetus
Colvin's letter.
couldn't
possibly
have
had
facial
"unborn
child"
instead of the
First of all, I would
features
so
advanced.
biological
terms
fetus and
like to point out that many feel
Mr.
Colvin
also
inThe
Pro-Life
group
embryo.
that abortion should not even
cluded
a
chronology
of
"sig"Operation
Rescue"
has
resorted
be a political issue. Democrats
are generally "Pro-Choice" nificant events in a new life" to harassing, violent and dewhile the Republican platform with bis letter in which he gives structive techniques in trying
is "Pro-Life." Ross Perot and the disclaimer that "the dates to get their point across. They
his vice-presidential candidate, reported here are approximate have torched and bombed clinAdmiral Stockdale, have ex- dates when specific develop- ics and terrorized and even inpressed the view that abortion ment or functions begin . . .. jured clinic workers.
The Pro-Choice stance
should not be a political issue: Slight variations may occur." I
medical
and
biolooked
into
advocates
that women have as
let a woman's body be her own.
myself
to
find
logical
texts
much
reproductive
choice as
Even Barbara Bush has suggested that it should be dropped reported dates for what Mr. men do, and that they have
Colvin's chronology describes. equal access to all valid medias a political issue.
The Pro-Choice fight What I found was that this chro- cal procedures produced by techis a fight for reproductive nology is often from one to two nology and research, including
freedom. Women Under At- weeks earlier than what I found the RU-486 pill now used in
~ (Susan E. Davis, ed. Bos~ reported. One to two weeks is Europe. I would point out to
ton: South End Press, 1988) hardly a "slight variation'. ' in Pro-Life supporters that their
explains that "the goal of re- the development of an embryo opinion, their moral view, is
productive freedom is to en- or fetus . The chronology even still a "choice" in the Pro-Choice
sure that women and men are mentions a placenta at seven- position. Pro-Choice simply
able to make reproductive de- teen days (two and one-half . doesn't want the opinion of a
cisions without social, economic weeks) as if it was present then, group of people to be forced
orpoliticalcoercion"(15). The but the placenta doesn't even upon all, but asks that each
woman have the chance to make
woman's choice is governed begin forming until four weeks!
I could go on, my point her own intelligent and infonned
by many personal, internal and
subjective factors such as her is, though, that Pro-Life sup- choice about reproduction.
"ethnic background or religion; porters tend to report mislead- Editor's note: When the Highher know ledge of, control over, ing information. They also like lander received Isaac Calvin's
and feelings about her body; to shock people by showing letter Brenda Mondragon was
and her partner's willingness them what they claim are pic- asked to resopndfora student's
or unwillingness to share re- tures of, or actual, dead fetuses. perspective. The views expressed
The fact is, these dead fetuses
sponsibility" (15).
aren't
even necessarily the prod- in both letter's do not reflect the
I would like to address
views or opinions of the HighMr. Colvin's letter. The film uct of an abortion, they could lander staff.
come from miscarriages. Most

By Brenda Mondragon

bedescribessoundsagreatdeal
like one by Dr. Nathanson called
The Silent Scream. This film
bas also been called controver-

Opt for Optimism; How postivie attitudes defuse stress
Research has shown that most
illnesses, including headaches,
backaches, and heart disease,
can be caused or influenced by
our feelings and stress levels.
When we experience life
changes-positive or negativeour bodies need time to recover.
Having an optimistic attitude
can help speed recovery and
may even keep you healthier
that someone with negative
attitudes. By learning to "look
on the bright side," you can
help counteract the negative
effects of stress and improve
your overall health.
Looking on the Bright side.
The classic definition of an
optimist is a person who sees a
glass as half full, while a pessi-

mist sees it as half empty.
Optimists choose to feel hopeful about how they see a situation. Optimists are positive
thinkers who practice positive
"self-talk." They tell themselves "I can." Optimism, or
positive thinking, can help accomplish a surprising number
of personal and work goals.
Become an optimist.
1. Find a role model. Find
someone who seems to make
the best of any given situation.
Findouthow that person maintains that attitude, and copy
the behavior. Chances are,
even during difficult times optimism helps your role model
get through it with fewernegative effects.
2. Practice positive self-talk.
Tell yourself positive things

every day for a month ("I can
do the job," "I like myself,"
etc.). Practice positive selftalk for at least one month before judging how it has affected your attitude.
3. Practice affirmations. Affumations are positive, motivating statement. Use short "I
am" statements. "I am happy
with my job." Say the Affumation oot loud several times,
then imagine it happening.
Accentuate the positive.
No one is optimistic all the
time. But anyone can learn
how to adopt a more positive,
healthier attitude. When you
practice being an optimist,
you'll be on your way to a
happier, healthier body and
mind.

~
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~ HALF

~~

EMPTY

HALF
FULL
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An optimist sees a glass as half full,
whlle a pessimist sees it as half empty.

I CAN

!CAN

DO A
GREAT JOB

STAY C.ALM
UNDER
PRESSURE

Optl-mlsts are positive thinkers who practice
positive "self-talk."

CAREER SERVICES

It's that time of year

Don't let this happen to you!!

Flu Shots
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Start your job search early
and learn all the necessary
techniques for a successful search. Stop by the
Career Services office in
the Life Directions Center
and let us help you.

Student Health Center
LDC
Friday Oct. 23 - 9 - 1:30
Thursday Oct. 29 - 9 1:30

Fee - $8.00
Call for appointment:
3507
,,.
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Election '92- The Critical Issues
By Erin Parrish
Features Reporter
BUSH: "This Country is not coming apart at the seams, for heaven's sake."
CLINTON: "You've bad your chance and it didn't work. It's time to change."
PEROT: "I've got a lot of experience in not taking ten years to solve a ten-minute
problem."

It is here. The 1992 presidential campaign bas come, gone and is basically over.
Most people have made up thier minds and now all that is left to do is tell the
American government who will make the best president. For those who are still
unsure of the best man for the job- an overview of the candidates and issues of the
1992 campaign:

Sources:
Newsweek; October 19, 1992, Time; October 19, 1992, Time; October 12,
1992

Faculty opposes Amendment Two
THE FACULTY of Regis College discrimination laws and policies to remain to executive departments of the state
and to state institutions of higher educavoted unanimously in Faculty Forum in effect.
tion .
Currently
in
Colorado,
three
cities
-on Friday, October 16, to go on record
BY unanimously placing itself in opas being opposed to the Amendment 2 Aspen, Boulder, and Denver-- have orproposal that will appear on the No- dinances that protect gay and lesbian position to proposed Amendment 2, the
vember General Election ballot. The individuals from job, housing, and public faculty of Regis College joins a large
faculty's opposition to Amendment 2 accommodations discrimination based number of individuals and organizain effect endorses a "no" vote on on sexual orientation alone. Contrary to tions opposed to the amendment. In
what is implied by the wording of addition to faculty of Colorado College
Number 2.
THE PROPOSED Amendment 2 Amendment 2, current ordinances DO and the Sisters of Loretto, more than
to Article II of the Colocado Constitution NOT require that quotas, affirmative 300 Denver-area clergy and religious
aims to prohibit the state of Colorado action, or minority status be established have come out in public opposition to
and its branches, agencies, political based upon sexual orientation. Addi- Amendment 2. Among these clergy and
subdivisions, municipalities, and school tionally, the anti-discrimination ordi- religious are the Rev. Fr. Marshall
districts from adopting or enforcing nances of Aspen, Boulder, and Denver Gourley, pastor of Our Lady of Guadaany law or policy that would allow any DO NOT require that employers or lupe Church; the Rev. Gilbert Hom,
person to claim discrimination, quo- landlords recruit or seek out gay, les- director of the Colorado Council of
tas, protected of minority status based bian, or bisexual employees or tenants. Churches; the Rev. Bishop Wayne
IN ADDIDON to the anti-discrimi- Weissenbuehler of the Evangelical
on gay, lesbian, or bisexual orientation, conduct or relationships. Addi- nation ordinances passed by the people Lutheran Church in America; and Rabbi
tionally, Amendment 2 proposes to of Aspen, Boulder, and Denver, the Steven Foster, senior rabbi of Temple
make all existing measures that pro- State of Colorado, by executive order of Emanuel in Denver. A number of relihibit discrimination based upon sex - Governor Roy Romer, is prohibited from gious and denominational organizations
ual orientation both unenforceable and discrimination based on sexual orienta- have also gone on record opposing
unconstitutional. A vote of "no" on tion in the hiring, promotion, and firing Amendment 2, including the United
Amendment 2 will allow current anti- of state employees. This order applies Churches of Christ. the Presbyterian

Church, the Evangelical Lutheran Church
of America, the Rocky Mountain Rabbinical Society, the Synagogue Council
of Denver, the Denver Area Interfaith
Clergy Conference, and the United Methodist Church. The Denver Archdiocese
bas chosen to remain neutral with regard to the amendment.
DENVER-AREA clergy and religious
opposed to Amendment 2 have proclaimed a "Sabbath Against Discrimination" for October 23-25. The proclamation, read last week from the steps of
St. Paul's Lutheran Church on Capitol
Hill, asks churches and synagogues to
urge and to pray for an end to discrimination against any and all persons. The
group will also conduct a prayer vigil on
Sunday evening, Nov. 1, from 5 to 9
p.m. on the west steps of the state Capitol. In the event of poor weather, the
prayer vigil for an end to all discrimination will be in the nave of First Baptist
Church, directly east of the Capitol on
East 14th Avenue at Grant Street.
-Submitted by Kevin Maly
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An introduction to common sense,
personal responsibility and having a good time.
Much of what's learned in college
can be used throughout a student's lifetime. Learning to be
a responsible adult is one of
the most important of
those lessons.
Anheuser-Busch is
committed to developing
and supporting grass roots
programs that are designed
to encourage responsible
decision-making on college
campuses by students of legal
drinking age.
"The Buddy System" is one example. It's an awareness program
that encourages you to help friends
and strangers avoid drunk driving
and other abusive drinking situations. If you can keep someone from
drinking too much, or keep someone who's had too much to drink
from driving, you'll be the best
buddy anybody can have.
Anheuser-Busch is also a sponsor of the BACCHUS program, set

up on over 430 campuses nationwide. BACCHUS gives you the
chance to make personal and informed decisions about alcohol, as
well as the opportunity to play a
major role in encouraging other
students to think about, talk about

and develop responsible behavior.
As always, Anheuser-Busch
and BACCHUS promote as
part of the decisions a
respect for state laws
and campus policies
regarding alcohol
consumption.
In BACCHUS, there
are plenty of peers, but
no pressure. Just plain
talk in a relaxed environment. If there isn 't a chapter on your campus, consider starting one. If there is,
get involved. Because students like you can make
the best teachers.
Obviously, there 's
no substitute for the safe
and responsible drinking
practices promoted by these
programs. And they're practices
that may someday make our Alert
Cab program unnecessary. But, for
the time being, and for those faced
with a possible drunk driving situation, Alert Cab provides taxicab
rides home from participating bars
and restaurants.
If you need a ride, just let your
bartender or server know. You'll be
picked up by a cab. And participating Alert Cab bars, restaurants and
cab companies may even pick up
some or all of the fare.
Perhaps the most important
way we help meet the demand for
information about responsible use
of our products is through our
sponsorship of National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week (NCAAW),

coming to your school each
October.
Featuring all kinds of enjoyable
activities and educational presentations , NCAAW is about the health ,
safety and social issues you face
when making decisions about drinking. It's about obeying state laws
and campus policies and avoiding
abusive drinking situations. And
it's about adding to your margin of
safety, and that of everyone else,
by making responsible decisions.
It's also about concentrating on your reading, writing
and responsibility. And
coming away with something you can use in the
real world.
These efforts represent
the kind of grass roots programs that Anheuser-Busch has
developed, or is supporting, to
encourage responsible drinking by
adult collegians. For more information, contact BACCHUS of the U.S. ,
Inc. , P.O. Box 100430, Denver, Colorado 80210; NCAAW, Fort Hays
State University, 600 Park Street,
Hays, Kansas 67601-4099; or your
local Anheuser-Busch wholesaler.

FRIENDS KNOWWHEN
TOSAYWHEN™

WHOLESALER IMPRINT AREA

BUDWEISER• • KING OF BEERS• • , 1991 ANHEUSER -BUSCH. INC • ST. LOUIS. MO
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It

o matter where you happen to be, the
AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct.
With the new AT&T Call and Sa-v1e Plan, you'll get special
discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls: And once you have your

card, you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call
will be free:* And you'll become a member of
AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
and services that saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

To get an AOO' Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
© )992 AT&T. • Ptnding rec approv.al. Please all ~ 800 oomber for dclails. • • 'lbu11 rccei"te: one $3 AT&T LO. Certifica&e tqUivaJenl 10 tl miootcs of card or dim:HiJaled, CO&SMc><oast, night and v«bnd ailing based on naes
eff«ti...r 6/8/Cfl. You ccukl get~ a fewer minurcs depending on ""flerc or ,men you all Offer limiltd to one certificate per stuclent.

AT&T
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General Assembly Minutes
October 12, 1992
I. ROLLCALL
New Club Announcements
--Marybeth Stalp, VP of General Assembly, introduced the
new clubs to General Assembly.
They are: MAAC, Dawn Harris informed General Assembly that MAAC meets every other Wednesday at noon.
SEAC, Noelle Guerrie announced that SEAC
meets every other Monday at 7:00.

REGIS UNIVERSITY

PAC

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
PAC HOTLINE 458-4395

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Jessica Willis, West HGB, motioned to approve the minutes. Liz
Harding, Psychology, seconded.

III. FOCUS ISSUE: MARRIOIT
Gary Coyle, Marriott, announced that Marriott would like to sponsor
a Haunted House Oct. 28-30th for Halloween. Marriot would help sponsor any
club that would like to put this together.
Gary took questions from General Assembly. Allison Eber asked about friends eating on your meals. Gary
explained the missed meal factor, which takes into account that some meals
will not be used, when figuring out meal plan prices.
Gary explained about the more flexible meal plans such as the flex
plan and the mini-flex plan, which gives students a greater opportunity to eat
more of their meals. He also talked about the expenses that are being
considered when pricing meal plans such as: overhead, general expenses, and
food cost.
Tom Reynolds, VP of Student Life, explained that a food service
company, or restaurant would need to know how much the average person eats.
If students wanted to allow friends to eat on their meal plan Regis could
negotiate a new contract with Marriot, but the prices of the plans would go up.
Gary invited anyone to come to talk to him in his office in the dining
area if they have anymore questions or concerns. Marybeth Stalp announced
that the next focus issue will feature Deb Russell, controller, to discuss
stipends.
IV. COMMUNICATION BOARD APPROVALS
Marie Wieseth, Director of College Relations, introduced Scott
O'Brien who was selected by Comm. Board as the General Manager of KRCX.
Scott then introduced the staff that will be working with him this year, and
discussed some of the goals that KRCX will be working on this year.
Bill Dupey, DeSmet HGB, moved to vote, by hand, on the approval
and Jessica Willis, West HGB, seconded. Scott O'Brien was approved by a
two-thirds vote from General Assembly.
V . CAMPUS LIFE UPDATE

Kara Kolomitz gave the Hat's Off Award to RUP AC for Crimes of the
Heart.
VI. GOAL UPDATE
Tim O 'Leary, Chief Justice, announced that title "tuition freeze" was
changed to "tuition predictability proposal". He also said that Fr. Sheeran was
interested in this predictability proposal and it would be read at the next G.A.
VII. DIRECTOR OF FINANCE UPDATE
Bryan Steffan, Director of Finance, informed General Assembly that
long distance phone calls need to be made from the phone in your office. He
also stated that mail outs and duplications should go through Debbie in
Campus Life.
VIII. CLUB UPDATE
Coeli Fitzpatrick, Philosophy Club, announced that Philosophy Club
meets Wednesday nights at 7:00. They had their social event (a cookout) on
Sept. 23rd and will be sponsoring guitar night in the Pub. _Also, the~ are
encouraging people to submit an entry for the journal, Premmm Cartnd~e.
which will be published for the third year and read throughout the country.
Entries are due by Nov. 1st and should be given to Jim Cadello, Coeli, or the
Philosophy Department.
IX. GOAL UPDATE
.
Marybeth Stalp informed GA that a proposal to redo O'Connell
showers for $1,000,000 bas been approved and will be started at the end of the
school year.
.
She also stated that Tim O'Leary, Todd LaSala, and herself will be
composing a letter to the Jesuits concerning more visi?ility on campus. The
letter will be read at the next General Assembly Meeung.
X. DIRECTOR .OF COLLEGE RELATIONS UPDATE
.
Marie Wieseth described the Big Brother/Big Sister program that 1s
. designed.to help off-campus freshmen get involved. Any Sophomore, Junior,
or Senior who would like to call freshmen and help with this program should
contact Marie. Social projects for the upcoming weeks could be focused on
nursing students or off-campus freshmen.
.
.
Marybeth also reminded GA that clubs need commumty service and
social events completed by finals week.
XI. ADJOURNMENT
..
Allison DeBold, Polaris, motioned to adJoum. Kendra Mondragon,

Yearbook, seconded.

Thursday Thrills
~

J

~

-~

Oct. 22 - Avant Garde
Rockin' Band in the Pub
Oct. 23 - DU Hockey Tickets
Available at the Info. Desk
Monday!!!
Oct. 26 - Movie
"'Hand that Rocks the Cradle"

Oct. 28 - Hayride
Oct. 29 - Halloween Jam

Cafeteria
Free w / costume
$1 w /PAC card
$2 w/o PAC card

Nov. 3 - VOTE then see
a movie: JFK at 9 p.m.
KEVIN COSTNER

JFK
Thanksgiving Ski Trip at
....
Steamboat

----------

PAC VOLUNTEERS
still needed CALL x 3505
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Entertainment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MTV - Gotta Have It
By Barb Shockley

chance. Most people (espe- manorDuffthatattractpeople?
cially women) don't care about How about the looks and perIs MlV really addicting? the music played on the chan- sonality of Martha Quinn?
Really, truly addicting? Are nel. They go by how hot the [Remember Adam Curry???]
programs like Totally Pauly, artist is. If they' re hot, then you Or maybe it is just the videos
Headbanger's Ball, Hangin' buy their album. If they're they play that keep audience's
With MlV and The Day In ugly, they usually aren't as suc- attention.
· What is it about MlV that
Rock really necessary for kids, cessful. [Okay, okay, sometimes
it's not true .. .look at The Black make people watch -- consumteens and adults?
Do you remember when MlV Crowes ... ] Anyway, as I was ing most of their spare time? I
first came out? We all sat there saying, without a music video, don't know what it is, but I
in dismay at the revolution of a band cannot make it in the know I'm hooked. As a matter
of fact, I think I watch MlV
music videos. It all seemed so industry.
And all that is ever played on more than I do my homework,
simple back then. Such artists
as Dire Straights, all ofDevo's MlV are the vj' s favorites. All watch the news or even go out.
videos, Michael Jackson's John Norris plays are female I know most people I hang with
"Thriller", The Ramones' "I artists -- En Vogue, Mariah are the same way.
Wanna Be Sedated" and Def Carey and, of course, his all
So, what is the thing with
Leppard' s "Me And My Wine" time favorite, Madonna. Steve
MlV?
I mean, really. They
Isaacs
spends
his
time
praising
videos all had thematic subnever
play
anything worth
every
single
band
out
of
Sestance to them. Look at the
videos that come out today. They attle. Riki Rachtman plays only watching it for anyway, and the
all are plagued with that all the bands he feels like hearing stuff that is good gets played
familiar theme "standing in front (which, of course, he couldn't every two hours on the "cycle
of the camera looking sexy with leave out his best bud Taime of death." Maybeit'smybrain
four-hundred naked woman in Downe's band Faster Pussycat sitting and vegetating in hopes
the background."
on his show.) Just sit down for that they will play something
Look how music videos have a week and watch MlV straight that I like over and over again.
Do they have an institution
changed the music industry. The and take notes on the subject.
bands who are played on MlV Everything I'm saying is true. set aside for MlV addicts yet?
are the only bands that are reSo, what is it about MlV that Well, they sure need one. And
ally successful and have a suc- people like if it is so betraying they need to admit me in there
cessful career.
to bands and to fans of certain soon before I turn into a severe
Let's face it, MlV is there to "ugly" bands? Is it the sex couch potato who quotes Steve
_give artists who wr.11fd have appeal of certain vj 's of MTV Isaacs all day!!!
Asst. Entertainment Editor

HEAVY METAL AND THE LAW
By Barb Shockley
Asst. Entertainment Editor

Ozzy Osbourne was acquitted this week from two cases
back in 1986 and 1988 that
claimed his song "Suicide Solution" killed two teenagers.
The judge concluded that it
was more than just the song
that killed the two boys.
Axl Rose is set to go to court
this month for the riot in St.
Louis, Missouri. (People claim
he started it when he jumped
into a crowd to remove a cam-

era from a man who was taking
pictures of him.) If convicted,
he could face up to five years in
the slammer.
(Maybe he could live in the
same cell that James Brown
did ... )

Warrant is being sued from
The Bay City Rollers for apparently taking an idea from
one of the Rollers' songs and
creating it into Warrant's song
"Heaven." The Rollers' are
suing for royalties of the song.

never bad a chance before, a
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like Steve Isaacs, Riki Racht-

PAC sponsored movies

Before

Tracii Guns

After

Snip, Snip "hairdo"
By Barb Shockley
Asst. Entertainment Editor

Wasn't hairdo the image of a
heavy metal band? Well, ifso,
what has happened to the "heavy
metal look?"
It seems like everyone who is
heavy metal is cutting their hair
and everyone who isn't (like
that Billy Ray Cyrus dude who's
country) is growing theirs out.
Wasn't that what separated
heavy metal from all of the
other music? Being called "long
haired vermin" and "long haired
grease head" is slowly disappearing. You hardly find a
heavy metal band without
someone who has short hair
anymore.
So, who started this Sinead
O'Connor look? Some say it
was Rob Halford of Judias Priest,

who seems to have had short
hair for years and years. Some
say it was Scott Ian of Anthrax. But both
of them have had short hair
forever and no one remembers
them chopping their mops.
Come to think of it, it was
one of the grungiest-looking
rudest-sounding guitarist of
L.A. Guns. Yep, Tracii Guns.
The man with the hair ladies
worshipped. He cut his hair in
1990 for the World Premiere
. of "The Ballad of Jayne" video.
Remember that?
No, itwasn'tdearold Tommy
Lee of Motley Crue. He and
bandmate Nikki Sixx started
the shaved sides series -- you
know,
the old Metallica look. Mr.
LeecameafterMr.Guns. Followed by a whole slew of

metalers. Charlie Benante of
Anthrax, Steve Gorman of The
Black Crowes, Kyle Stevens
and Tigg Ketler of Bang Tango,
nearly all of L.A. Guns, Jon
Bon Jovi, Layne Staley of Alice In Chains, and Philip
Anselmo of Pantera. (Many,
many more. Need I go on?)
Who's next for the barber's
chair? Ax! Rose? Sebastian
Bach? Even scarier-- Slash!?
What is the heavy metal image now that hair cuts are in
style? Is it the tattoos, leather, .
converse tennis shoes? What
is it?
And why are country singers
growing their hair out? Are
they long-haired metal wannabe' sat their best?
Good question to ponder on
while I get my hair cut so I can
fit into my band now ...

Showing October 26
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HALLOWEEN
The origin of ghosts , goblins,
and other goulish creatures
Holiday Round Up
A children' s book
by Macrae Smith Company,
copyright 1950
"DID YOU EVER WONDER
WHY
GHOSTS
AND
WITCHES are part of Halloween? Why, on this night
we bob for apples and then
count the seeds in the core to
learn our fortunes?
The name means All Hallow' s Eve, or the night before
All Saints' Day. But long
before the church gave this
name to the day, it bad been
celebrated in one way or anotber in many JXlI1S of the world.
Years and years ago the Celts
and their druid priests began
the new year on November

first. This marked the beginning of winter. A feast was
held in honor of Sambain, lord
of death, and ghost arose from
their graves to warm their bones
at familiar firesides. Mischievous witches rode through the
air on besoms (broomsticks)
or black cats, magically turned
to coal black steeds, for this
one night.
When the Romans invaded
England in 55 B.C., they
brought with them the festival
of Pomona, goddess of the
harvest. So nuts and fruits,
especially apples, became part
of the Sambain ceremonies.
Jack-o' -Lantem was a legendary man who was so stingy
be was refused entrance to
heaven. Because be bad played

practical jokes on ;the devil,
the gates of bell were barred to
him, too. He was condemned
to wander over the earth with
bis lighted lantern until Judgment Day.
Boys and girls who dress in
masked costumes and go from
door to door threatening "trick
or treat," have no idea that
they are probably following
an old All Souls' Day custom
of begging cakes for the dead.
Halloween customs of today, form tick-tacking and
soaping windows to carrying
jack-o' -lanterns and having
fortunes told, tell us more about
the beliefs and customs of our
long-gone ancestors than almost any other holiday:."

The foremost frightening facts of Hallt1ween 1992
Please, this is for entertainment purposes only. This is
not to embarrass or hurt anyone's feelings . This is not to
be taken seriously.

Songs With Halloween Titles

Top Ten Famous People Who
Look Like They Dress For

S. The Body Thief - Faster Pussycat
6. Soul To Soul - Bang Tango
7. Bark At The Moon - Ozzy Osbourne
8. Madman - Ugly Kid Joe
9. Them Bones - Alice In Chains
10. Soultaker - Cycle Sluts From Hell

Halloween Everyday

1. Alice Cooper
2. Albert Einstein
3. Boy George
4.Mr. T
5. Del Stark
6. Madonna
7. Phyllis Dillar
8. Minnie Pearl
9. Vincent Price
10. Jim Cadello

Some Bands With
Halloween Names
1. Smas~ing Pumpkins
2. Helloween
3. Slayer
4. Slaughter
5. Lions and Ghosts
6. Body Count
7. Megadeth
8. Jackie
9. Merciful Fate
10. Death

1. Happy Halloween - Helloween
2. Feed My Frankenstein - Alice Cooper
3. Monster Mash - 777
4 . FJesh And Blood (Sacrifice) - Poison

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The top Halloween Movies of the century
1) All the Franklenstien movies

2) Psycho
3) Halloween 1-?
4) Friday the 13th movies
5) Fredy Crugger: Night Mare on Elm Street
6) Candyman
7) The Great Punkin patch--Charlie Brown
8) Bugs Bunny's Holloween special
9) SpellBinder
10) Drucula
11) Hellraiser 1-3
12) Legend Of Sleepy Hollow
13) Trick Or Treat
14) The Hand that Rocks the Cradle
15) Silence of the Lambs

Regis University Presents The
3rd Annual
SAFE Trick-or-Treating

The Campus Life office of Regis University
started the "Safe Trick-or-Treating" program a
few years ago and since then it has flourished into
a highly anticipated event here on c.ampus. It not
only gives your own children a safe environment
to go trick-or-treating in, but it also opens our
campus and offices to the Denver community!
Last year Regis' "Safe Trick-or-treating"
enjoyed the participation of approximate 400
ghosts and goblins from around the neighborhood. We anticipate just as manyu again this
year, hut we need your energy and enthusiasm to
make it happen.

SAFE TRICK-OR-TREATING

When: : Friday October 30, 1992,
from 4pm to 6pm.
Who : Children from the Regis Community
as well as your own children.
How Can You Help? _
If your office is interested please contact Monika Coulter in Campus Life(ext.4222) so she can
have a map ready for the ghosts and gohhlins.
ALSO we ask that you supply the treat, last
year we had over 400 kids come so he prepared!!!
THANK Y0l1 FOR HELPING t is

THE Crossword

by Roma Schmidt

ACROSS
1 Narrow ledge
5 Church leader
9 Clrcle
segments
13 -code
14 Veil fabric
15 "If I - king"
16 Wlnterberry
18 Yemen port

19 Arm of the
Pacific
20 Clrcled
21 Arabian
chieftain
22 Plaintlff
23 Atmo's cousin
26 Peculiar
27 Damp
28 Recede
31 Cupidity
33 Golf gadget
34 Ashen
35 What linebackers do
39 Repeat
40 Fisheggs
41 Hindu stringed
instrument
42 Summer in
Caen
43 Success
44 Superlative
ending
46 Piggery
47 Kind of dance
49 Dress fussily
51 Farm buildings
53 Appalachian
range
57 Gotdown
58 Family misfit
59 Not a!ly
60 Leases
61 Jap. case
62 Beer barrels
63 Has debts
64 Caustic
substances

1
2

3
4

DOWN
Infant
First name in
mysteries
Factual
Twinned
crystal

© 1992, Tribune Media Servtees

ANSWERS
5 Throbbed
6 Senior
7 Appeal
8 Always to
poets
9 Cognizant
10 Robins
11 Indian
12 Dispatch
14 Dressed skins
17 -dragon
(large lizard)
20 Away from home
22 Leak slowly
23 Concur
24 Build
25 Distraction
27 Tiny
29 Sheepcry
30 Fruit
32 Tokyo formerly
-33 Article
- 34 Gr. letter
36 Smile
37 Small child
38 Daisyllke
flowers

43 Towel word
44 Spews from a
volcano
45 Hunts
48 Feedsthe
kitty
49 Carpenter's
tool

50 Nothing: Lat.
51 River's edge
52 Drug plant
53 Expelled air
54 Gainsay
55 Actor Richard
56 Grandiose work
58 Bus. abbr.
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Sports _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Regis v-ball enters wild and wacky world of the CAC
the occasion.

by Trey Fitz-Gerald

"It was their tough
serves that took us out of our
game," said Assistant Coach
Mike McLean. "They were
tough to handle, and that affected our passing, which broke

Sports Editor

The Regis University
women's volleyball team competitively fell to#8 Metro State
on Tuesday. The loss came on
the heels of a two-match winning streak over #24 Air Force
and Division I Kansas State.
Regis now stands 7-11 overall
and 4-3 in the Colorado Atbletic Conference, placing them
third in the CAC.
Passing difficulties
plagued the Rangers versus
Metro State, as the Roadrunners precise serving aggressively
dominated the Rangers. The
finalscoreofthematch was 158, 15-9, and 15-12.
Regis held an 11-8 lead in the
third game and scored several
sideouts before Metro rose to

up our offense."

However, the Rangers
were persistent, and the consistency quotient was remarkably
higher than it has been previously this season. Instead of
giving up seven or eight consecutive points, Regis would
give up three or four and then
answer with a run of their own.
'Toe statistics indicate
that it was not a bad match,"
stated a positive McLean. "We
were competitive, and the more
confident we are that we can
play at this [top 20] level, the
easier it will be to see our im-

provement in our record."
Last week saw the
Rangers lose to Denver University, atop the CAC, in an
extremely tight match by the
score ofl5-8, 0-15, 15-11, 1513.
"That was the match
that showed us that we could
compete at that level," said
McLean, excitedly. "DU beat
Metro in five games, which just
goes to show that on any given
night, we can all beat each other.
The top four teams in the CAC
are tremendously competitive."
The aforementioned
confidence materialized two
days Jater versus Air Force.
Regis won 15-8, 16-13, and 153, in an exciting match that was
taped for tel~t on Prime Sports
Networklaterthismonth. Incidentally, the CAC is the only

Division II volleyball conference to have a television contract.
"Everyone is beginning to push each other and
bring the level of individual
competition up," pointed out
McLean. "In turn, the team's
level of intensity, consistency,
and cohesiveness also is increasing. Felicia Garcia has come
on strong, as are Wendy Neuman, K.C. Craig, Cathy Bronder, and Heather Tovrea."
The chain reaction of
team chemistry, in which each
player acts as a catalyst for
another, carried over to Regis'
dominating win over Division I
competitor Kansas State. The
score of 15-8, 15-12, 9-15, and
15-9 demonstrates a match in
which the Rangers were consistently in control and very

confident.
Tomma:row brings the
sixth-rated University of Northern Colorado to the Fieldhouse,
as former Regis as~istant Ap
Clarke returns. Saturday has the
Fort Lewis squad, 0-7 in the
CAC and 2-21 overall, coming
to town.
The team needs your
support because, as a disgruntled
fan said during the Metro contest, "I thought I was coming to
a sporting event, not a funeral."
The Fieldhouse has been loud
in the past, but this year, your
vocal cords can make even more
of a difference. Emotion helps
our teams, and the players want
fan apathy to be a distant
memory. Give Regis your support!

JV men's soccer season ends
by A. Hall
Sports Reporter
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Today I witnessed a
sad thing. The ending of an
exciting season for the Junior
Varsity men's team. Their last
game played bere at Regis was
againstThe UniversityofColo. rado at Boulder.
The N team ended
the season with a tie against CU
of 3-3. Goals scored by: Paris
Loyle. and two by Chris Lucas,
one assisted by Nick Kintzley.
Earlier in the week the
N team went up against Tiekyo
Heights and won 3-1. Goals
by: Nino DiMatteo, Eric Hallada, and Alan Lovin . Also last
week the Ranger team proved
their bravado in the 4-0 win
over Colorado College. The
win over CC avenged the previous loss to them on Oct. 4th.
The four goals were

scored by Nino DiMatteo, Joe
"white shoes " Currat, and two
by Alan Lovin. Coach Kevin
Kestes felt the team had a good
game. A small loss to the Air
Force Academy on Oct. 11th
with a score of 3-0.
Watcbing the N Rangers in action was a very exciting deed. A very challenging
team, and a very aggressive
team that added to the magic
displayed on the field. Chris
Lucas led the team in scores for
the year with a total of six scores
and three assists.
This season Chris had
been recovering from a knee
surgery and still had tremendous speed. As the ball would
make it to the opponents end of
the field Chris became like a
locomotive in full speed.
Second to Chris in
scoring was Eric Hallada with
five scores. Eric definitely added

a certain kind of spark to each
and every game.
One word comes to
mind concerning Eric-feisty, as
well as quick and powerful.
Third in scoring is Alan Lovin
with three scores. Alan has incredible speed as be covers much
of the field.
Other top scorers were
Toby Whelin, Tommy Gilhooly,
Nino DiMatteo, Nick Kin!ZleY,
Joe Currat, and Paris Loyle.
And not to forget the legendary
Dorian Barnes who played exceptional games under exceptional pressure.
Although the N season is complete the legend of
the N team will live on. As
these next years at Regis unfold these guys will play more
games together and become an
even larger legend- as they grow
into champions.
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Congratulations Regis !!

Questions?
Article Requests?
Do you want to write for the Highlander?
Call us at 458-4152 or come by Room 211
in the Student Center

I>
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'

Women's soccer Head Coach Roland Sturk discusses strategy with the Rangers during a req!nt
time-out
Photo Editor/Highlander
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COMING SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24 !!
It is great to have you participate in the first annual Intramural Council SPORTSTOBERFEST. The fallowing is just a little information for you to share with your team. This
information will help you organize your team and make this a fun and successful event for
everyone.
Each team is to ·consist of six people. Both sexes are required to be on your team. Five
girls and one guy is okay and vice-versa. The thing that is so special about SPORTSTOBERFEST is that the events are designed so that you don't have to be a great athlete to
play, and more importantly - to WIN!
There will be eight events to compete in. The team captain should designate people to
compete in each of these events. The three team events will be:
1) Tug-0-War
2) Obstacle Course
3) Tackling a Football Dummy (Those things that the Broncos push to make them big,
strong blockers)
There will be five other events which will be assigned by the team captain. Everyone
must participate in at least one of these events.
1) The Bozo Grand Prize Game - 1 player
2) Frisbee Golf - 1
3) Badminton - 2
4) Three Legged Race :: 2

_ ,

"

5) Football Toss through swinging tire - l

Please assign your best players to these events. We will also have a best team theme
award. So start thinking about that too! There will be trophies and T-shirts for our top
teams, so No Mercy!
Don't forget to invite your friends to come and watch too. The pub will be open all
day, and there will be a post party fallowing the competition. Also, there will be all kinds
of equipment set up for those who don't want to compete. Plus, we'll have food (Taco
Bell), a Regis band in the Quad, Ranger Day stars, STAIN (formerly the Grovenods) ! Plus
much, much, much more.
Any ?'s Call Amy at 433-9867
GOOD LUCK,
Intramural Sports Council

Sophomore Paul Dalpes warms up before Lacrosse practice. A
complete overview of the sport of Lacrosse and Coach Tom
Lion's program at Regis will appear next issue.
Photo Editor/Highlander
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Monday Night Football
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SUPERCUTS"

Con1e to the pub ... next
best thing to being there
live!!!

$1 off with Regis I.D.
5115 N. Federal
Regis Square Shopping Center
458-8638
hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat- 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sun-10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

$1.00 BEERS

Walk-Ins Welcome
r

------------------,

I Regis Square Laundromat
:K-mart Shopping Center

I
:

110% off on all services with student I.D.
/
I Full Service 24hr Drop-Off
~- /
I Dry Cleaning and Laundry 455-9838
f
\
IFREE birthday wash and dry
\">. ~~ l/ I

I.so washers - 301b washers - Alterations
I
I Open 7 Days Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 I
p.m.
at_7:30
a.m.
____
_ _Weekends
_____
__
_ _ _ _ _ JI

L

Advertising Policies:
The Highlander will not accept trade-outs for advertising space without the written agreement of the
editor-in-chief and the faculty advisor.
To buy advertising space, call the Highlander at 4584152 or visit the office in Room 211 of the Student
Center.

20 % discount with this ad
available at Heads of State II only
The Highlander is now accepting classified ads. They
• ~ ~ - - - - - - can be sent to the Student Center room 211, Lowell
Campus, Denver, Co. 80221. Or call 458-4152.

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

GREEl<S & CLUBS

SERVICES

RAJSEACOOL

s1000
Valet Parkers:
FT /PT Positions
available.
Applications being
accepted.
Please call M-F 10-5
2t/5

367-4096.

Now is the time to create
. the job and life that are
Decorate your walls with . ht fi
, T
beer. Neons and other 02
or you.
amara
Golden, M.A. Career
novelties for sale.
Counseling & Resume
$50 & up
Preparation.
659-6546

BEER

730-1013

Coming Soon
from Campus Life Student Affairs Club (SAC)
A Regis University Cookbook!
Submit your recipes to
campus life and order
books for Christmas!

SKIS:
LaCroix soft, 200cm,
solomon binding - $75
Fischer Airlite, 200cm,
LookNev. binding-$85

784-7221
2t/5

Words Worth
a network of people doing
laser printed resumes and
word processing, desk top
publishing and transcription. Leave a message at

730-1013.

$$$$,FREE TRA VELAND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nations's leader
Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013.

4t/4
TYPING & EDITING
RAISE YOUR G.P.A.!
Twenty-five years of experience typing papers and dissertations. Typist has B.A. English Literature and B.S. in
Biology. Same day service on
resumes and short papers.
CHRISTINE RICKETT
480-5393

2t/4

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAUS!

No obligation. No cost
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

.Your

AD
could be
here!

